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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION,*

Plaintiff,

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF, *
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, *

Defendant. . . *

Civil Action No. 07-5278

DECLARATION OF RHEA D. SYERS .

I, Rhea D. Siers, declare as fotlows:

1. I am the current Deputy Associate Director for Policy and Records for the

National Security Agency("NSA" or "Agency"). I have served with NSA for 25 years,

and prior to my current assi~efiL Iheidv~ous leadership positions throughout the

Agency. As the Deputy Associate Director for Policy and Records, I am responsible for

the processing of all requests made phrsuant to the Freedom of Information Act

("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. § 552, and Privacy Act of 1974 ("PA"), 5 U.S.C. § 552a (2000) for

NSA records. It is als~ my responsibility to ass’ert the’FOIA/PA exemptions in the course

of litigation, In addi~ I areaTOP SECRET c!assificafion authority, pursuant to

Section !.3 of Executive Order 12958, as amended 25 March 2003. A copy of which is

attached as Exhibit 1.

2. Through the exercise of my official duties as Deputy Associate Director for

Policy and Records, I have became familiar with the cmZrent litigation arising out of

requests for records filed by Plaintiff, Electronic Frontier Foundation ("EFF"), which

were made to the Office 0fthe Director of National !nteHigence("ODNI"). The purpose
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION,*

Plaintiff, *

V.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF, *
,NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE, *

Defendant. *
*****

Ci~dlAcfionNo. 07-5278

’ : DECLARATION OF RHEA D. SIERS

I, Rhea D. Siers, declare as foi!ows:

1. I am the current Deputy Associate Director for Policy and Records for the

National .Security Agency (~’NSA" or "Agency"). I have served with NSA for 25 years,

and prior to my current assignment, i held various leadership positionsthroughout the

Agency. As the Deputy Associate Director for Policy and Records, I am responsible for

the processirtg of all reques(s made pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act

("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. §552, and Pfiva@Act o~" !974 ("PA’~’), 5 U.S.C. § 552a (2000) for

NSA records. It is also my responsfbflity--t~ assert ~e FOIA!PA exemptions in the course

0f litigation. In addifio~£ I ~:aTOP SECRET classification authority, pursuant to

Section 1.3 of Executive Order- 12958, as amended 25 March 2003. A copy of which is

attached as Exhibit 1.

2. Through the exercise o~’~£y official duties as Deputy Associate Director for

Policy and Records, I have become familiar vd~ the curre~.t Litigation arising out of

requests for records reed by Plaintiff, Eiectr6~.ic groatier_ Foundation ("EFF"), which

were made to the Office of the Director of National/ntelligence ("ODNT’). The purpose
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of this declaration is to describe NSA’s review of two sets of classified briefing materials

consisting of eleven pages that were used by the ODNI to brief members Of Congress

regarding national security and intelligence matters. NSA reviewed these two sets of

classified briefing materials because they were responsive to Plaintiff’s FOIA request for

records concerning briefings, discussio~,~s, or other exclaanges that Director McConneI1 or

other ODNI officials have had with members of the Senate of House of Representatives

concerning amendments to the FISA, including but not limited to, any discussions of

immunizing telecommunications companies for their alleged role in government

surveillance activities~, and they contained NSA equities, as discussed below.

": Og~Gn~Ar~~ ~~ssmN OF NSA

3 NSA was established by Presidentia! Directive in 1952 as a separately

organized agency within the Department of Defense. See Executive Order 12333,

Section 1.12(b). NSA’s cryptologie mission has three functions: to collect, process, and

disseminate signals intelligence ("SIGINT") information for national foreign intelligence

purposes; to conduct information security activities; and to conduct operations security

training for the United States~ Governm~t."

4. Signals intelli~ence is 6neofNSA’s primary missions. NSA’s SIGINT

mission is to obtain information from foreign electromagnetic signals and to provide,

frequently on a rapid response basis, repots derived from such information or data to

national policy makers, Combatant Commanders, and the intelligence community of the

United States Oovernmento A primar¢ SIGINT miss~on of NSA is to intercept

I My office reviewed twelve documents, to include the W’o sets of classified briefing slides, tota!ing 70

pages, that were referred to NSA by the ODNI in response to EFF’s FOIA requests. This declaration does
not address NSA’s review of the 10 other documents since they are no longer at issue in this litigation.

2
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communications in.order to obtain foreign .~mtelligence information necessary to the

national defense, national security, or the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United

States. The SIGINT collection mission of NSA provides national policy makers and the

intelligence community with highly reliabie foreign intelligence information.

5. The Agency’s SIGINT mission includes intelligence sources and methods,

which enable it to keep pace with challenging developments in communications

technology. In the’ dour;e"of ~filling its mission, NSA produces foreign intelligence and

reports it to customers within the’Unit~ed States Government.

6. There ar~ two primary reasons for gathering and analyzing intelligence

information. The first~ and most important, is to gain Uhe aformation required to direct

U.S. resources as necessary to counter,extema! threats. The second reason is to obtain the

information necessary to direct the foreign policy of the United States. Information

produced by SIGINT is relevant t6 a wide range of important issues, including military

order of battle; threat warnings and readiness; arms proliferation; terrorism; and foreign

aspects of international narcotics trafficking. This information is often critical to the

formulation of U.S. foreign policy and the support of U.S. military operations around the

world. Moreover, inteiligence produced by NSA is often unobtainable by other means.

7. NSA has developeda ’ ’~" ’ "soI)~asttcated worldwide SIGINT collection network that

acquires, among other things, foreign’and intemationai electronic communications. The

technological infrastructure that supports NSA’s foreign intelligence information

collection network has taken years to develop at a substantial cost and untold human

effort. It reties on sophisticated collection atad processing technology.
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8. NSA’s ability to produce foreign ~utegigence information depends on its access

to foreign and international electronic communications. Further, StGINT technology is

both expensive and fragile. Pubic d~sclosure of either the capaNlity to collect specific

communications or the substance of the :re_formation itself can easily alert targets to the

vulnerability of their communications. Disclosure of even a single communication holds

the potential of revealing the intelligence collection techniques that are appIied against

targets around the ~6rld. Once alerted, sight targets can implement measures to

thwart continued SIGINT collection.

9. Information obtained from intercepted foreign communicataons is caged

communications intelligence ("COMiNT"). NSA’s COMINT efforts constitute only part

of the functions andactivities of the Age_trey. A fundamental tenet of We COMINT

process is that the identity of specific communications (commonly referred to as

"targets’i), the degree of success in exploiting these targets, and the vulnerability of

particular foreign communications are all matters that must be maintained in strictest

secrecy because of the fragility of the ability to exploit foreign communications.

Disclosure of the identity of the targets, the ability to exploit those targets, and the

vulnerability of particular foreign commm~cations would encourage countermeasures by

the targets ofNSA’S COMINT efforts. "ff~ target is successfu! in defeating an intercept

operation, all ofth~ intelligence from that source is lost urdess and untit NSA can

establish new and equivalent exploitation of that target’.s signals. If a source becomes

unavailable, Ne military, national policymakers, combatant commanders, and the

intelligence community must operate without the information the signals provided. Such

tosses are extremely harmful to~e national security of ~e United States.
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DOCU~ENTS AT ISSUE

10, The two setsof classified briefing mate~iais at issue in this iirigation are two

almost identical versions of briefing materials for members of Congress that are fired

FISA Modernization. One set is five pages, and is classified SECRET//NOFORN. The

second set is similar to the first-- four of the first five pages contain the same slides but

one slide has additional information about NSA’s collection capabilities. In addition, this

set has one addition~ page consisting of statistical :reformation on NSA targeting for

foreign intelligence Canectirn. ms:set is ClassifiedTOP

11. Each set of briefing materials contains information on how NSA collects

~omm~cations to include the typ~ 0f �omm~catio~ c;]leoted’ ~d the tra~mission

paths of these communications. "No fik~er details can be provided to describe these

documents without revealing classified informafionand information protected by statutes

and thus undermining the very exemptions the Defendant has invoked to withhold the

information contained in these briefing materials. Additionally, no portion of these

materials can be meaningfully segregated so as to re!ease non-exempt material to the

Plaintiff in this case.

12. ExemptionOne of~e I:’OLA protects the release ofmat~er~ that are

specifically authorized under ~teria established by an Executive Order to be kept secret

in the interest of the nations1 defense or foreign policy and are in fact properly classified

pursuant to such Executive Order. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)it). The current Executive Order,

which establishes such criteria, is Execatq, ve Order 12958~ as amended 25 March 2003.

5
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13. Executive Order 12958 Section 1.4 provides that information may not be

considered for Classification unless it falls within seven specifically enumerated

categories of information. The information at issue in these two sets of briefing slides

pertains to categories of classified information found in Section 1.4 (c), intelligence

activities (including special activities), intelligence sources and methods, or cryptology;

and Section 1.4(g), vulnembilities or capabilities of systems, installations, infrastructures,

projects, plans, or protection servicesrelating to. the national security, which includes

defense against tmnsnational terrorism.

14. Additionally, releasing flae documents to the Plaintiff or providing a fin’ther

description of these briefing materials would disclose information that is currently and

properly classified TOP SECRET (f~r the set consisting of six pages) pursuant to

Executive Order 12958; as amended 25 March 2003, sections 1.2(i), because the

disclosure of this info~ati0n reas0nab!y could be expected to cause exceptionally grave

damage to the nation~i security, andSECRET (for the set consisting.of five pages)

pursuant to section 1.2(2), because the disclosure of this information reasonably could be

expected to cause serious damage to the national security. Quite simply, disclosure of

these briefing materialS, which agairt discusses the types of communications NSA

collects and how it collects such comm~nicafi0ns, would a!Iow our adversaries to

accumulate information anddraw conclusions about NSA’s technical capabi~ties,

sources, and methods. Our adversaries would have a road map, instructingthem which

communications modes remain safe or are successfully defeating NSA’s capabilities.

15. Accordingly, since I rew;ewed the information sought by EFF and determined

that it pertains to information that meets the criteria for classification under Executive

6
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Order 12958, as amended, the im~ormation sought by EFF is properly exempt from

disclosure pursuant to FOIA Exemption 1.

FOIA EXEMPTION TI~[REE

16. The FOIA protects the release of matters that are specifically exempted from

disclosure by statute, provided that the relevant statute requires that the matters be

withheld from the punic in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issuel or

establishes particular:~iteria’for witl~, oiding or refers:to particular types of matterto be

with_held. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)i3). Information about NSA’s SIGINT efforts directly

relates to the Agency’s most core functions and activities. These functions and activities

are protected from punic disclost~re bY several statutes. Congress has passed these

statutes to protect the fragile nature ofNSA’s SIGINT efforts, including, but not limited

to, the existence and depth of signal intelligence-related analyticaI successes, weaknesses,

and exploitation teclmiques.~ These siktutes recognize the vulnerability of SIGINT to

countermeasures by targets and the significance of the loss of valuable foreign

intelligence information to xlational policymakers and the inteIligence cornrnunity.

17. The first of these statutes is a statutory privilege unique to NSA. NSA’s

statutory privilege is set forth krt secfio~ 6 of the National Security Agency Act of 1959,

Public Law 86-36 (5OU’SIC. § 40,2 note). Section 6 ofthe NSA Act provides that

"[n]ottting ~n th~s Act 0rany other law.., shall be construed to require the

disclosure of the org~a~ion or any function of the National Security Agency~

orany information with respect to the activities thereof,... "(emphasis added). By

this language, Congress expressed its finding that disclosure of any information relating

to NSA activities is potentially h"~,at. Tt-,e courts have held that the protection

7
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provided by this statutory privilege is, by its very terms, absolute. See. e.g., Linder v.

NS~A, 94 F. 3d 693 (DIC. Cir. 1996). Section 6 states unequivocally that, notwithstanding

any other law, including the FODk, NSA ca~gO[ b~ compelled to disclose any information

with respe.ct to its activities. Se.~e Hayden v. NSA, 608 F.2d 1381 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

Further, while in this case the harm would be very serious, NSA is not required to

demonstrate specific harm to national, security when invoking this statutory privilege, but

only to show that the information retates toits activities. Id. To invoke this privilege,

NSA must demonstrate only that the i~format~on sought to be protected falls within the

scope of section 6. id,’ NSA’s functions and activities are therefore protected from

disclosure regardless of whether or not the information is classified. Id__~.

18. The second applicable statute is 18 U.S.C. § 798. This statute prohibits the

unauthorized disclosure of classified information (i) concerning the communications

intelligence activities of the United States or (ii) obtained by the process of

communication intelligence derived from the communications of any foreign

government. The te~" ’    ’ " ’ "~commumca~ons i~teliigence", as defined by Section 798, means

the procedures and methods used in the interception of communications and obtaining of

information from such communications by other than the intended recipients. This

statute clearly identifies matters tO be withheld from the public and refers to particular

types of matters tobe withheld. See 5U.S.CI § 552(b)(3). Thus, this statute qualifies as

an Exemption Three statute Under FOIA. See F!orida Immigrant Advocacy err. V. Nat’1

Security Agency, 380 F. Supp. 2d i332, .1340 (S.D. Fla. 2005) ("Other exempting

statutes include... 18 U.S.C. § 798"); Winter v. Nat’l Security Agency, 569 F. Supp. 545

(S.D. Cal. 1983) (18 U.S.C. § 798 is a "statute[] within Exemption 3").
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19. The third applicable statu~e is Section 102A(i)(1) of the Iutelligence Keforrrl ¯

and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, 50 U.S.C. § 403-1 (i)(!), which states that the

Director of National Intelligence shal! protect intelligence sources and methods from

unauthorized disclosure." In this case, NSA has been authorized to invoke this statute in

order to protect NSA’ s sources and methods~ which are present in the information

contained in these two briefing slides. Like the protection afforded to core NSA

activities by Section 6 of the NSA Act of 1959, the protection afforded to intell_igence

sources and methods is absolute. See CentrM I~telli~ence Agency v. Sims. 471 U.S. 159

(1985); People for the American Way v. Nat’!. Securitsr Agency, 462 F. Supp. 2d. 21, 3t

n.8. Whether the sources and methods at issue are classified is irrelevant for purposes of

the protection afforded by 50 U.S.C. § ;403-1(i)(I). Id.

20. As set forth above, the information contained in these two sets of briefing

slides pertains to NSA’s organization, functions and activities as it reveals how NSA

collects communications. This information also reveals the intelligence sources and

methods that NSA uses to collect conm~ -unications. Revelation of this information is

prohibited pursuant to Section 6 of the National Security Agency Act of 1959, 50 U.S.C.

§ 402 note, and Section 102A(i)(1) of the Iutelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention

Actof2004, 50 U.S.C. § 403-I(i)(!).. Finally, this information would reveal important

aspects ofNSA’s SiGINT capabilities. This revelation of communications ~utelligence

capabiIities and limitations is prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 798. Thus, disclosure of the

information contained in these two briefing slides is prohibited by statute, and is properly

exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemption 3.
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20.

Signed this

I declare under.of penalty ~)f perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

day of February 2008

RHEA D. SIERS
Deputy Associate Director for Policy &
Records
National Security Agency

10
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